
 

Syllabus  
 
A.  Course Section Information 
Teacher Mr. Cunningham 
Email pcunningham@omahamarian.org 
Phone Number/Ext 402-571-2618 ext. 6224 
Course Number 203 
Course Name Algebra 
Textbook Algebra I, Prentice Hall, 2004 
Other Materials Dedicated multi-subject notebook or three-ring binder, pencils, 

scientific calculator, iPad. 
 

B.  Teaching Methodology  
Lecture with class discussion 
Cooperative pair/group learning 
Guided and independent practice 
Technology integration: i-pad and calculator activities 

 
C.  Course Objectives  
Numbers and variables 
Solving equations: single and multi-step 
Solving and graphing linear inequalities 
Ratio and proportion 
Graphs and functions 
Solving linear equations 

Systems of equations 
Powers and exponents 
Polynomials and factoring 
Quadratic equations 
Radicals 
Rational equations 

 
D.  Grading Policy 
Grading for this class will be done as follows: 
Tests and Projects 60% 
Quizzes 20% 
Homework and Classwork 20% 
 
Tests and Quizzes: 

1. Quizzes will be given once or twice each chapter, point values will vary. Your 
lowest quiz grade will be dropped each semester.  

2. Tests will occur after each chapter and are worth 100 points.  
3.  If you are absent the day of a quiz or test you must take a make-up the first 

day you are back at school.  For each additional day that you wait you will lose 
20% of your grade on that test or quiz.  You must arrange the time and location of 
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the make-up with me via e-mail. (in my classroom before or after school or with a 
designated math teacher during your free period ) 

4. Absence prior to a test or quiz does not excuse you from taking the test or 
quiz with the rest of the class. 

Homework:  
1. Homework will be assigned almost daily and collected at my discretion. All work 

must be shown for credit.  Homework needs to be completed in pencil and 
checked in pen to receive full credit. 

2. Homework assignments will be given daily. Point values will vary.   Homework 
answers will be reviewed each day and time for questions will be provided before 
homework is collected.  Some homework will be graded for correctness, some 
will be graded for completion (did the student try every problem and show 
appropriate work?) 

3. If you are in school, LATE HOMEWORK IS NOT ACCEPTED.  If you have 
an un-planned absence from school you have the same number of days to make up 
the homework as the number of days that you missed. If you know you are going 
to be gone (school activity, athletic event, college visit, vacation, etc), homework 
will be due immediately upon your return.  

4. Failing to complete homework on time will result in the student attending the 
mandatory after school iBlock.  If the student needs to make arrangements 
with rides, they will be allowed to take our their phone to do so or they may 
go to the office and call. 

 
Notes:  

1. Smartboard presentations are available on e-Backpack. 
2. These are primarily available for students who are absent. However, if you wish 

you can print them at home before class and take notes on them during class, or 
pull them up on your ipad and take notes on them electronically during class. 
Make sure that you set up appropriate organization for your electronic files so that 
you can USE your notes. 

3. If you are absent it is your responsibility to get the notes you missed. 
a. Print the presentation 
b. Use your book to read about the topics covered in the presentation 
c. Work the examples in the book 
d. If you need additional help, watch Khan Academy videos and/or check 
out the notes on the Regents Prep website for the topic you missed. 
e. If questions remain, see me before school upon your return, or see the 
teacher in the college center during your study hall. 

 
Extra credit may be offered occasionally and point value will be announced at that time. 
 
Final Exams will be given at the end of each semester. They are comprehensive and 
worth the same amount as a regular test.  
 



 

Academic honesty is expected.  Anyone suspected of cheating will receive a zero for that 
grade and will face disciplinary consequences as stated in the handbook.  
 
There will be a few projects throughout the course of the year in which students will be 
asked to demonstrate their writing skills in relation to class topics.  Point values will vary. 
 
E. Absent Policy 

The absent policy in the Parent/Student handbook will be used in the classroom. 
The policy is listed in Section 6.2 of the handbook.  
 
E. Classroom Expectations 
 

1. Be in your seat when the bell rings. 
2. Have all materials with you every day. 
3. Show respect for yourself, your classmates, and your teacher at all times. 

Everyone needs to feel comfortable learning and asking questions in this 
classroom. 

4. Be familiar with attendance, cell phone, and food policies in the student/parent 
handbook. All will be followed. 

5. Spill proof water bottles containing water are allowed in the classroom when we 
are NOT USING technology belonging to the school (i.e. classroom sets of 
graphing calculators or i-pads.)  

6. No food is allowed in class. 
 

 
F. Extra Help 
I am available in room 105 most days before school at 7:25, after school until 3:45, and 
Blocks C and G for make-up work and extra help.  If you are planning ahead of time to 
come in, please confirm with me that I will be here. If you discover last minute that you 
need help, just stop by. If I am here, I will help you!  
 
There is math help during every block of the day in the Student Services area.  Any 
student can check out of study hall and get help from that teacher any day. If you feel a 
regularly scheduled time with a tutor would be beneficial, see your counselor. Free 
tutoring is available from National Honor Society students before and after school, or 
during your study hall. 
 
Whether you are seeking extra help from me, a student tutor, or a tutor you hire at home, 
please bring your notes and your text, also try all the problems BEFORE you seek help. 
This will allow the person helping you to see precisely where you need help, what you 
understand, and what you don’t. It will be a better use of your time (and money if its a 
paid tutor!) and you will learn MUCH more this way! 
 
 
 



 

G. Participate 
 
This is your education and you will get out of it what you put into it! So shoot for the 
moon!  
 
H. iPads – We will be using the iPads in class for different activities.  Students may use 
their iPad to take notes on, but if I see the student is not doing what they are supposed to 
be they will be asked to put the iPad away and use pencil and paper to take notes. 
 
I. Communication 
In keeping with the tradition of developing confident, independent, thinking leaders, 
students who have a question or concern about their class or grade should first talk 
to the teacher. If they are unable to reach a consensus, the student should then 
involve her guidance counselor, who will assist in her self-advocacy. If an issue 
remains unresolved, the teacher, parent(s) and student will meet. If consensus is not 
achieved once the aforementioned communication steps have been taken, the 
parent(s) should contact the Principal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

Algebra Syllabus 
 
 
Student Name (Printed): 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Parent Name (Printed): 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I have read the syllabus and understand the purpose and grading policy of this course.  I 
understand the attendance policy for the course and being absent may affect the overall 
grade. 
 
 

Student Signature: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Parent Signature: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Date: ____________________________________ 
 
 

Please return to Mr. Cunningham by Thursday August 24, 2017. 
 


